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Marty Bloss

From: Richard Prestage

Sent: Thursday, May 22, 2014 12:42 PM

To: Marty Bloss

Subject: RE: [Gbsapp] Mode 10-19 images

Follow Up Flag: Follow up

Flag Status: Flagged

Hi Marty – 

 

Yes, this will require a retest of all of these modes. Once all four of the issues I outlined in my previous email are fixed, 

we probably want to retest all 29 modes – and vice versa we probably don’t want to do a lot of re-testing until all four 

are signed off on. 

 

This will probably be one-two maintenance shifts, maybe four-eight hours of observing time, and a few fte-days of data 

analysis. We should plan this carefully (at the next VEGAS meeting?) to make sure we don’t have to go through this more 

than once. 

 

Again, as noted, we’ll need to understand the impacts these four (and other) fixes might have on DIBAS. 

 

Cheers, 

                                 Richard 

 

From: Marty Bloss  

Sent: Thursday, May 22, 2014 11:58 AM 

To: Richard Prestage 
Subject: FW: [Gbsapp] Mode 10-19 images 

 
Hi Richard, 

 

<< I found a possible culprit in the FPGA design. Building a new bof now...>> 
 

Do you think that this require a bunch of re-test? 

 

-marty 

 

From: gbsapp-bounces@nrao.edu [mailto:gbsapp-bounces@nrao.edu] On Behalf Of G Jones 

Sent: Thursday, May 22, 2014 11:43 AM 
To: Joe Brandt 

Cc: gbsapp@nrao.edu 

Subject: Re: [Gbsapp] Mode 10-19 images 

 

I found a possible culprit in the FPGA design. Building a new bof now... 

 

On Thu, May 22, 2014 at 11:23 AM, Joe Brandt <jbrandt@nrao.edu> wrote: 

> Jayanth, is there anything different about how the HPC/GPU code handles 

> L1LBW1 vs L8LBW1? 
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From what I can see, there is not difference in the GPU code between 

the L1LBW1 and L8LBW1 modes. In fact the GPU doesn't know the difference. 

Obviously for L8LBW8, there is a different coefficient file and data 

buffer sizes. 

--jbrandt 

 

 

G Jones wrote: 

> Hi Joe, 

> This is really strange. Since changing the digital LOs for the other 

> subbands did not affect the image problem, this is evidence that the data 

> coming out of the FPGA is the intended subband and there's no unintended 

> scrambling of this data with that of another subband. So my next 

> suggestion 

> would be to look at the HPC/GPU code to see what's different between 

> having 

> just one subband and 8 subbands. But since the single subband mode works 

> fine with L1LBW1, this seems unlikely. 

> 

> Jayanth, is there anything different about how the HPC/GPU code handles 

> L1LBW1 vs L8LBW1? 

> 

> Glenn 

> 

> 

> On Thu, May 22, 2014 at 10:57 AM, Joe Brandt <jbrandt@nrao.edu> wrote: 

> 

>> Glenn, 

>> We ran tests where the unused LO's were set identically to the LBWL1 LO 

>> and also a test where the unused LO's were set to f=0 (constant 32767). 

>> Both tests didn't seem to impact the image. Running the equivalent 

>> LBW8/LBW1 modes (e.g 24 vs. 10) and recording just one subband in LBW8, 

>> the image is not present. 

>> 

>> As you stated below, the coefficient sets for the L8LBW1 and L1 modes of 

>> the same. I have confirmed this is what the HPC program uses. 

>> 

>> Any other ideas? 

>> 

>> --jbrandt 

>> 

>> PS: I've repaired the missing/zero'ed channels issue. It turned out 

>> to be a buffer sizing issue in the output disk buffer. (i.e. It was 

>> unrelated to the image issue. 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> G Jones wrote: 

>> > In theory, what you are doing should be correct. However, I suggest 

>> > setting 

>> > all 8 LO's the same when using L8LBW1 to be sure. We can also compare 
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>> this 

>> > to if you set them all to f=0 and see if this has any affect. 

>> > 

>> > 

>> > On Tue, May 20, 2014 at 4:32 PM, jbrandt <jbrandt@nrao.edu> wrote: 

>> > 

>> >> Interesting point. We set only the first LO in L8LBW1 and all 8 in 

>> >> L8LBW8. 

>> >> If we were to switch between LBW8 and LBW1 modes where the bof, and 

>> >> valon 

>> >> frequencies are the same, the unused LO's remain set to their 

>> previous 

>> >> values. 

>> >> If the valon frequency/bof is different, we load the L8 bof, but 

>> don't 

>> >> set the unused LO tables to anything. 

>> >> 

>> >> Should we set the unused LO's to f=0 when not in use in L8LBW1? 

>> >> 

>> >> --jbrandt 

>> >> 

>> >> 

>> >> On 2014-05-20 16:00, G Jones wrote: 

>> >> 

>> >>> Hmm... When setting up L8LBW8, do you set all of the LO lookup 

>> tables 

>> >>> with 

>> >>> the same sin/cos sequence, or just for one subband? 

>> >>> 

>> >>> 

>> >>> On Tue, May 20, 2014 at 3:58 PM, jbrandt <jbrandt@nrao.edu> wrote: 

>> >>> 

>> >>>  Sorry, forgot to CC the list. 

>> >>>> --jbrandt 

>> >>>> 

>> >>>> On 2014-05-20 15:56, jbrandt wrote: 

>> >>>> > It doesn't appear to be present in any of the L8LBW8 modes or the 

>> >>>> > L1LBW1 modes. 

>> >>>> > Changing the quant_gain didn't seem to have an impact on the 

>> target 

>> >>>> > feature 

>> >>>> > vs. the image. (i.e they maintained a constant relative 

>> amplitude) 

>> >>>> > 

>> >>>> > --jbrandt 

>> >>>> > 

>> >>>> > 

>> >>>> > On 2014-05-20 15:24, G Jones wrote: 

>> >>>> >> OK. 

>> >>>> >> If the quantization gain doesn't help, then I'll be especially 

>> >>>> >> interested 
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>> >>>> >> if, when the subbands are set up the same way, if L8LBW8 acts 

>> the 

>> >>>> same 

>> >>>> >> as 

>> >>>> >> L8LBW1, as that will be an important clue as to where to look. 

>> >>>> >> 

>> >>>> >> 

>> >>>> >> On Tue, May 20, 2014 at 3:22 PM, jbrandt <jbrandt@nrao.edu> 

>> wrote: 

>> >>>> >> 

>> >>>> >>> On 2014-05-20 14:41, G Jones wrote: 

>> >>>> >>> 

>> >>>> >>>> Hi Joe, 

>> >>>> >>>> Are you saying that the images show up in L8LBW1 but not 

>> L8LBW8? 

>> >>>> The 

>> >>>> >>>> FPGA 

>> >>>> >>>> designs are identical for these two. The L8LBW1 just sets a 

>> >>>> register 

>> >>>> >>>> such 

>> >>>> >>>> that only data from a single subband window is packetized and 

>> >>>> sent 

>> >>>> >>>> out, so 

>> >>>> >>>> it shouldn't cause this problem unless somehow that logic is 

>> >>>> somehow 

>> >>>> >>>> clobbering the data. I'll look for that. 

>> >>>> >>>> The LO calculations are identical. 

>> >>>> >>>> Quantization gain is a possible culprit; if you get a big DC 

>> >>>> spike 

>> >>>> >>>> then 

>> >>>> >>>> the 

>> >>>> >>>> quantization gain is likely too low. 

>> >>>> >>>> Regarding number 4, I assume you mean the GPU coefficient set, 

>> in 

>> >>>> >>>> which 

>> >>>> >>>> case yes they should be the same. For the FPGA, the 

>> coefficients 

>> >>>> are 

>> >>>> >>>> definitely the same since it's the same boffile. 

>> >>>> >>>> 

>> >>>> >>>> If this is a digital thing, I'd expect the image to be off set 

>> at 

>> >>>> >>>> EXACTLY 

>> >>>> >>>> 1/2 the band, not approximately. Is this the case? 

>> >>>> >>>> 

>> >>>> >>> Yes, the images appear offset at exactly half the mode 

>> bandwidth. 

>> >>>> >>> We will try changing quant_gain to see if it changes the issue. 

>> >>>> >>> 

>> >>>> >>> --jbrandt 

>> >>>> >>> 
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>> >>>> >>> 

>> >>>> >>>> Glenn 

>> >>>> >>>> 

>> >>>> >>>> 

>> >>>> >>>> On Tue, May 20, 2014 at 2:35 PM, jbrandt <jbrandt@nrao.edu> 

>> >>>> wrote: 

>> >>>> >>>> 

>> >>>> >>>>  Glenn, 

>> >>>> >>>>> 

>> >>>> >>>>> We are seeing what appear to be duplicate images of features 

>> in 

>> >>>> the 

>> >>>> >>>>> L8LBW1 

>> >>>> >>>>> modes. 

>> >>>> >>>>> The images are shifted by approximately half the mode 

>> bandwidth, 

>> >>>> >>>>> and have 

>> >>>> >>>>> different amplitudes, but the shape/features are 

>> identifiable. 

>> >>>> We 

>> >>>> >>>>> can 

>> >>>> >>>>> also 

>> >>>> >>>>> see an image of the test tone, again offset about 1/2 total 

>> >>>> >>>>> bandwidth. 

>> >>>> >>>>> Shifting the window with different LO values shifts the 

>> target 

>> >>>> >>>>> lines and 

>> >>>> >>>>> images evenly. 

>> >>>> >>>>> 

>> >>>> >>>>> A few questions I have are: 

>> >>>> >>>>> 1. Is there any differences/different limitations in the LO 

>> >>>> >>>>> calculations 

>> >>>> >>>>>    for L8LBW1 vs. L8LBW8? 

>> >>>> >>>>> 2. What are the key differences in the two bof modes? 

>> >>>> >>>>> 3. Could this be a quantization gain issue? 

>> >>>> >>>>> 4. It looks to me like the coefficient set used by l8lbw1 is 

>> the 

>> >>>> >>>>> same as 

>> >>>> >>>>>    for the l1lbw1. Does that sound correct? 

>> >>>> >>>>> 

>> >>>> >>>>> Any other ideas on what might cause such oddities? 

>> >>>> >>>>> 

>> >>>> >>>>> --jbrandt 

>> >>>> >>>>> 

>> >>>> >>>>> 

>> >>>> >>>>> 

>> >>>> _______________________________________________ 

>> >>>> Gbsapp mailing list 

>> >>>> Gbsapp@listmgr.cv.nrao.edu 

>> >>>> http://listmgr.cv.nrao.edu/mailman/listinfo/gbsapp 

>> >>>> 
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>> >>>> 

>> > 

>> 

>> 

>> -- 

>> ------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

>>     _/       _/   _/_/_/_/       _/           _/_/_/     National 

>>    _/ _/    _/   _/      _/    _/ _/        _/     _/    Radio 

>>   _/   _/  _/   _/_/_/_/      _/____/      _/     _/     Astronomy 

>>  _/     _/_/   _/      _/    _/     _/    _/     _/      Observatory 

>> _/       _/   _/        _/  _/       _/    _/_/_/        Green Bank, WV 

>> Joe Brandt (N0NYO)                      jbrandt@nrao.edu (304)456-2210 

>> ------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

>> 

>> 

> 

 

 

-- 

------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

    _/       _/   _/_/_/_/       _/           _/_/_/     National 

   _/ _/    _/   _/      _/    _/ _/        _/     _/    Radio 

  _/   _/  _/   _/_/_/_/      _/____/      _/     _/     Astronomy 

 _/     _/_/   _/      _/    _/     _/    _/     _/      Observatory 

_/       _/   _/        _/  _/       _/    _/_/_/        Green Bank, WV 

Joe Brandt (N0NYO)                      jbrandt@nrao.edu (304)456-2210 

------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

 


